Introduction
We have studied about Turing machine i.e. it is a tape which has infinite capacity to store data within the tape. It usages special character "#" used for blank within the tape. It has a read/write head which can move either Left or Right and can read or write within the tape one character at a time. A Turing machine is used to accept for those languages which are not accepted by DFA or PDA. Turing machine is an acceptor for the languages those are generated by unrestricted grammar [7] . A Turing machine is used to accept context sensitive, recursive [5] , recursively enumerable languages [4] .
Mathematically a Turing machine Tm can be described as follows. ; n > = 1}.
Method 1(Overwriting Method):
A Tm for the language L = {a ; n > = 1} is defined by
And its transition function δ is defined as follows
Method 2 (Non Overwriting Method):
A Tm for the same language L = {a 
Similarly for a n b 3n ; n > = 1 Method1 would become little bit complicated and take more steps but Method2 will take just one more step than a Method1 goes more complicated and Method1 will take one more step than a n b 3n and so on. As b's integral multiple of n increases, number of steps as well as number of states in Method2 increases linearly and in Method1 it increases randomly.
A table for Method2 is given as follows.
Conclusion
From the above two methods we analyze that method2 is efficient than method1 and take less number of steps to perform computation hence the time complexity of method2 is fewer than method1.Though the space complexity of the above two methods will be same as they both have the same number of states. At designer point of view also is easier than method1. In the similar way we can see that for the language L = {a machine , method2 will be efficient to method1. The above two comparison gives an idea to the readers to design some more algorithms which would be easier in computational nature and perform in fewer time.
